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The geography of intercity technology transfer
networks in China

Qinchang Guia, Debin Dub and Chengliang Liu c

ABSTRACT
In the era of the knowledge economy, the acquisition of exogenous knowledge is understood to be an
important strategy for cities in their pursuit of economic growth. The Chinese government has taken
measures to foster technology transfer between cities in an effort to promote the flow of knowledge and
ideas. Patent transaction data from China’s State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO) covering the period
2008–15 are used to visualize the technology transfer map. The maps show that the frequency of inter-
city patent transfer is intensifying, and the numbers of cities and city-pairs are increasing rapidly over
time. Two key features of the network emerge: first, the dominant role played in the network by several
cities that results in a ‘diamond-shaped’ spatial structure that has become more geographically extensive
over time; and second, the hub-and-spoke structure of the network with Beijing, Shanghai and
Shenzhen forming first-order hubs of technology transfer.
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Accessing external knowledge is one of the key challenges facing cities in their pursuit of economic
growth (Bathelt & Henn, 2014; Cooke, 2004). In this context, the role of knowledge networks and
knowledge spillovers have been identified as important mechanisms through which knowledge trans-
fer might be engendered (Gui, Liu, & Du, 2018; Ponds, van Oort, & Frenken, 2010). With the
increased interconnectedness and interactions between actors in the ‘economy of ideas’, closed inno-
vation strategies have shifted to ones that are now more open (Chesbrough, 2003). Here knowledge
production is not only attributable to the local knowledge base but also rather depends on the
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availability of exogenous knowledge. Since the publication of Outline of the Program for the State
Long-Term Science and Technology Development (2006–2020) (http://www.gov.cn/gongbao/
content/2006/content_240244.htm), the Chinese government has taken measures to foster

Figure 1. Inter-city technology transfer networks in China, 2008 and 2015.
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technology transfer between cities in an effort to promote the flow of knowledge and ideas that con-
tribute to innovation-driven development.

Patent transaction data are used here as a measure of technology transfer, which takes into
account the economic value of technology and the direction of technology flow in a network
(Seo & Sonn, 2019; Zhang, Duan, & Zhou, 2016). Patent transaction data from China’s
State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO) covering the period 2008–15 are used to construct
city-to-city technology transfer networks.

The size of nodes represents the total transfer volume, which is the sum of transfer in and out
of the city; the thickness of edges indicates the number of transfer patents between each city-pair,
as shown in Figure 1. Compared with 2008, inter-city technology transfer is intensifying with
more and more cities engaging in technology transaction processes. The number of nodes are
shown to have increased steadily from 257 in 2008 to 332 in 2015, and the number of lines
have increased dramatically from 863 in 2008 to 4581 in 2015. In addition, network density
is 0.013 in 2008, but increases to 0.042 in 2015, with average degree increasing from 6.716 to
27.596 in the same period. The trend towards intensification implies that patent transfer is
more frequent and inter-city technology ties are closer over time.

The inter-city technology transfer network is dominated by several cities, and initially forms a
diamond-shaped spatial structure. Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen are the dominant hubs in the
network, and have occupied a central and advantageous network position. They are the leading
technology-transfer centres in China. In addition, the backbone of the transfer network seems to
be a diamond-shaped graph with four vertices in four metropolitan areas, namely: in the Beijing–
Tianjin–Hebei region, the Pearl River Delta, the Yangtze River Delta and the Chengdu–
Chongqing urban agglomerations, which is in line with the patent cooperation network (Ma,
Fang, Pang, & Wang, 2015).

Inter-city technology transfer is characterized by a hub-and-spoke structure. Based on nodal
size and the level of interaction between nodes, we can identify Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen
as the national first-order hub of in the network. Second-order hubs include provincial capital
cities in the central and western parts of China, or industrial cities in coastal regions, such as
Chengdu, Wuhan, Chongqing, Suzhou, Qingdao and Ningbo. The remaining cities are classi-
fied as a peripheral set of third-order hubs. In addition, the top 10 bilateral ties are mainly located
in the same metropolitan area in 2015 (e.g., Shanghai–Suzhou, Shenzhen–Dongguan, Shang-
hai–Jiaxing, Beijing–Tianjin and Shaoxing–Hangzhou), which means that the effect of spatial
political bias is fading and the degree of regional integration is strengthening over time.
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